PEMBROKE HERITAGE MURALS© since 1989

June 3rd 2020
4pm @ ‘The Timber Raft’
PRESENT: Pamela Dempsey, Jane Kielman, Lloyd Raglin, Councillor Brian Abdallah, Dennis Corrigan
This is a Report from the 45 minute meeting we held at ‘The Timber Raft’ site to discuss a few items that have
been on hold for three months.
Maintenance & Repair:
After discussion, we agreed that it should be possible to get some work done this season as it is outside work.
Pam will contact Shauna and Jana to see if they would be available. Training must be set up for both at CRS in
regards to using the tow boom. PHM does own a harness that Jana can use. Also it will depend on the
availability of the tow boom as we are quite late in booking the unit. Property owners must be contacted as well.
‘The Timber Raft’ motion lights project will continue if CES will allow two of us to enter the store [with
distancing] and see the product they recommended to us very early in April. We do have questions to ask such
as number of lumens, how wide the angle can be set. The product is hardwired and we are told does not require
a cage as it is very durable. We plan to have two motion lights installed: one to illuminate the back and the other
the front of the mural. It has also been recommended that rigid conduit be used to protect the wiring.
Lloyd and Pam will go to the CES store.
We appreciate that three picnic tables are secured. Last year PHM was assured by the Parks & Recreation
Committee and Mayor LeMay that picnic tables would be secured from now on at this site.
Slides to digital images:
We have 75 slides that need to be digitized. Pam asked who expected to drive to Costco next. Dennis said it
would likely be him.
Dennis asked Pam to send PHM’s password to the RCMN web site so he can change the mural images on our
part of the site.
‘Millennium’ Mural Mailbox:
It was discovered in early May that the mailbox had been stolen from the bench. Dennis & Jane looked for it but
it was not found. Pam ordered a new one online May 15th from Home Depot’s stockyard: it was shipped June
2nd.
It will have our bar code on it and will be installed and filled with the City’s Z cards, Travel Our Backyard
magazines and the brochures identifying all the figures etc in ‘Marching Toward The Millennium’.
Touring the murals is a safe activity.

Mural Meter:
The meter head is in front of the ‘Webb Bakery’ mural and behind all the power units that were installed in
front of this mural last year. Pam has asked Parking Authority to move the head to the next post on the right, in
front of the ‘Town Smithy’ mural.
French Translation:
Johanne Charbonneau of the Renfrew County Futures Development Corporation contacted PHM asking if we
were interested in having the thirty-four full descriptions translated into French. It will not cost PHM and there
is no grant application to fill out. We accepted the offer June 2nd. The translation will be next to the other
digitized documents that are a free download on PHM’s web page, on the City’s site. Ms. Charbonneau has
been translating information for the City.

Note:
The TOB magazine will be incorporated into the Health Matters magazine this year. PHM is purchasing a half
page advertisement. We are promoting Pembroke Heritage Murals as a safe activity. Map and Full Descriptions
are a free download and can be printed off or saved to a device.

